Abstract. A ring homomorphism e 0 : W (X) ! E + (X) from the Witt ring of a scheme X into proper subquotient E + (X) of the Grothendieck ring K 0 (X) is a natural generalisation of dimension index for Witt ring of a eld. In the case of projective line X over a ne quadric SpecS the value of e 0 on the Witt class of bundle M with a symmetric bilinear form is outside of the image of composition W (S) ! W (X) ! E + (X). Therefore the Witt ring of a projective line over a regular ring S may be greater than the Witt ring W (S) of the ring S itself. Thus Arason theorem on Witt ring of a projective space over a eld can not be generalized to projective spaces over regular rings. Witt ring: take a ring in place of eld K and nitely generated projective (i.e.
theory). The next step is due to Knebusch 4] , 5]: consider schemes in place of (spectra of) rings and vector bundles (locally free coherent sheaves of O X -modules) in place of projective modules. Let (X; O X ) be a scheme and let L be a line bundle over X. From here onwards we write to indicate two possibilities: a + one and a ? one. A "+-symmetric" means simply "symmetric", while "?-symmetric" should be read as "skew-symmetric".
A -symmetric L-valued bilinear space (V; ) consists of a vector bundle V and an isomorphism : V ?! Hom OX (V; L) = V^ L such that ^L = ( ^ 1 L ) (1 ?1 ) = , where : L^ L ?! O X is the isomorphism of evaluation .
For a subbundle : W V its orthogonal complement W ? is a subbundle of V de ned as W ? = Ker(i^L ).
A subbundle W of a bilinear space is totally isotropic or sublagrangian, i W = W ? , and is lagrangian if W = W ? . Equivalently: a lagrangian subbundle of a bundle (V; ) is a totally isotropic subbundle of rank equal to half of rank V . The tensor product induces multiplication on W(X), so W(X) is a ring, the Witt ring of the scheme X. Witt ring is a (co)functor: for morphism f : X ?! Y of schemes the inverse image functor f induces a ring homomorphism f : W(Y ) ?! W(X). Arason proved 1, Satz] that for a eld K, char(K) 6 = 2, the canonical map W(K) ?! W(P n K ), induced by the structure map P n K ?! SpecK, is an isomorphism. This proof depends on one result of Horrocks on representing bundles as a direct sum of line bundles and properties of bundles r of di erential forms. In 1991 M. Ojanguren asked, if Arasons theorem may be generalized to the case of a projective space over a ring. The only possible answer was that the question is di cult. Now there are tools to construct an in nite sequence of regular rings R, dim R 6 (mod8), such that the canonical map W(R) ?! W(P 1 R ) is not surjective. The idea consists in study of a group E + (X), a subfactor of K 0 (X), closely related to W(X) and much easier to compute. The group E(X) together with the homomorphism e 0 : W(X) ?! E + (X) and its generalizations E (X; L) are introduced in section 1. General Theorem 2.1 in section 2 describes E-groups of a projective bundle. This description shows the way to construct an element of E + (P n R ) which is outside the image of the map E + (SpecR) ?! E + (P n R ) and special properties of (projective modules over) R that provide the construction.
Rings with required property are coordinate rings of a ne split quadrics (section 4), and computatins are possible in framework of Swan K-theory of quadrics (section 3). Thus commutativity of diagram provides that it is enough to nd a bilinear space (M; ) with prescribed value e 0 (M; ) to give negative answer to Ojanguren question. This is done for projective line in section 5 by means of theory of Ranicki formations developed by W. Pardon for rings 6] and by F. Fern andez-Carmena for schemes 2]. A theorem due to Fern andez-Carmena provides a construction of a symmetric bilinear form over a scheme for given formation over a closed subscheme of codimension one. The only reason of restricting this study to projective lines instead of general projective spaces is lack of methods of constructing symmetric bilinear spaces. We will refer to E-groups meaning collection of E + (X; L) and E ? (X; L) for all line bundles L. However, types of E-groups of a scheme X correspond to elements of the factor group Pic(X)=2Pic(X). 
hold. Therefore regarding A A B A B C as a ltration of the complex C(X; L) yields that f induces an isomorphism on Tate cohomology: E (X; f L) = E (S; L). 
where is induced by operation F G = p 1 (F) p 2 (G).
Proof. By the projective bundle theorem for K-theory the maps p 1 , p 2 yield iden-
The complex 1 
Note that 1 ^K restricted to A K 0 (S) coincides with 1 (1 ^L) and induces 1 (1 ^L) on B K 0 (S). Therefore the exact hexagon in homology breaks into short split exact sequences:
To identify explicite generators of groups under consideration, for absolute pro- We summarize some technicalities as follows: To compute E-groups of a ne quadrics we need some facts on dualization of vector bundles on a projective quadrics. All needed information is known in fact, since indecomposable components of Swan sheaf correspond to spinor representations. Nevertheless we give here complete proofs of needed facts. We shall apply results of 9] in the simplest possible case of split quadric: X is a projective quadric hypersurface over a eld F, charF We are now ready to compute U n^. Lemma 3.4. U n^ = U n (2n + 1), in particular U^ = U(2d ? 1). ii) rankU = 1 2 dim C 0 = 2 d . In the case of even d = 2m the algebra End X (U) = C 0 splits into direct product of algebras P i de ned above: C 0 = P 0 P 1 .
De nition 3.2. In the case of even d:
U 0 n = U n C0 P 0 ; U 00 n = U n C0 P 1 ; U 0 = U C0 P 0 ; U 00 = U C0 P 1 : Note that U n = U 0 n U 00 n , U = U 0 U 00 . U 0 0 and U 00 0 correspond to spinor representations and we shall copy here standard argument on dualization The standard way to determine indecomposable components is tensoring with the simple left module over appropriate endomorphism algebra. We will use (from here onwards) superscript as a notation for direct sum of identical objects.
De nition 3. Each left ideal C 0 " I is a minimal left ideal of C 0 , and it is isomorphic to F N as a C 0 -module. Moreover, P 0 is a direct sum of half of these ideals, while P 1 is a direct sum of the other half. Denote for short " 0 = " ( Proof. Since this is a local statement, the proof is the same as 
